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ABSTRACT
In this article we consider the three parameter family of elliptic curves Et : i - 4(x - tl)3 + t: (x - t1)+
t3 = 0, t E 1(:3, and study the modular holomorphic foliation :Fw in 1(:3 whose leaves are constant locus
of the integration ofa l-form co over topological cycles of Et . Using the Gauss-Manin connection of the
family E t , we show that :Fw is an algebraic foliation. In the case w = x ~x , we prove that a transcendent
leaf of :Fw contains at most one point with algebraic coordinates and 'the leaves of :Fw corresponding
to the zeros of integrals, never cross such a point. Using the generalized period map associated to the
family Er, we find a uniformization of:Fw in T, where T C 1(:3 is the locus of parameters t for which
Et is smooth. We find also a real first integral of :Fw restricted to T and show that :Fw is given by the
Ramanujan relations between the Eisenstein series.
I. INTRODUCTION
A classical way to study an object in algebraic geometry, is to put it inside a
family and then try to understand its behavior as a member of the family. In other
words, one looks the object inside a certain moduli space. The Abelian integrals
which appear in the deformation of holomorphic foliations with a first integral in
a complex manifold of dimension two (see [4,8,15,16]), can be studied in this way
provided that we consider, apart from the parameter of the first integral, some other
parameters. The first natural object to look is the constant locus of integrals. This
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yields to holomorphic foliations in the parameter space, which we call modular
foliations. The defining equations of such holomorphic foliations can be calculated
using the Gauss-Manin connection and it turns out that they are always defined
over Q, i.e. the ingredient of the defining equations are polynomials in the para-
meters and with coefficients in Q. Modular foliations, apart from topological and
dynamical properties, enjoy certain arithmetical properties. They are an important
link between the transcendental problems in number theory and their counterparts
in holomorphic foliations/differential equations. They are classifiedas transversely
homogeneous foliations (see [6]) and recently some authors have studied examples
ofsuch foliations (see [3,12,13,25]and the references there). In this article I want to
report on a class of such foliations associated to a three parameter family ofelliptic
curves. For simplicity, we explain the results ofthis article for one of such foliations
which is important from historical point of view and its transverse group structure
is SL(2, Z).
After calculating the Gauss-Manin connection of the following family of elliptic
curves
and considering its relation with the inverse of the period map, we get the following
ordinary differential equation:
which is called the Ramanujan relations, because he has observed that the Eisen-
stein series form a solution of (2) (one gets the classical relations by changing the
coordinates (tl,t2,t3) r-+ (rtt1, rtt2, 3(122)2t3), see [21], p. 4). We denote by F(Ra)
the singular holomorphic foliation induced by (2) in C3. Its singularities
Sing(Ra):= {(tl, 12t[, 8tf) I tl E C}
form a one-dimensional curve in C3. The discriminant of the family (l) is given by
~ = 27tr - t1. For t E T := C3 \ {~ = OJ, E, is an smooth elliptic curve and so we
can take a basis of the Z-module HI (Et, Z), namely (81,82) = (81,t, 82,t), such that
the intersection matrix in this basis is L~ 6)' Let o», i = I, 2, be two meromorphic
differential I-forms in C2 such that the restriction of to, to Ef, t E T, is of the
second type, i.e it may have poles but no residues around the poles. For instance,
t k dx xdx D fia e WI = y' W2 = y' e ne
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It is easy to show that the above functions do not depend on the choice of 01 , 02
(see the definition of the period map in Section 2) and hence they define analytic
functions on T.
We define
K := {t E T If x ~x = 0, for some 0 # <5 E HI (Er, Z) }
8
and
Mr := {t E T I Bxdx (t) =r},
y
M <r := UMs , r E JR.
s<r
Using the Legendre relation f. dx f. x dx - f. x dx 1, dx = 2Jri one can show that)iJ) Y )02 Y 10) Y 02 Y
IB <:L!: x dx I restricted to Mo is identically 1. We also define
y' y
Nw := {t E Mo I Bs, x dx (t) = w}, Iwl = 1, wE C.Y'Y
For t E «::3 \ Sing(F(Ra)) we denote by L, the leaf of F(Ra) through t. Let JH[:=
{z E C I Im(z) > O} be the Poincare upper half plane and J!) := {z E «:: Ilzl < I} be
the unit disk.
Theorem 1. The following is true:
1. The leaves ofF(Ra) in a neighborhood oft E T are given by the level surfaces
ofU; xdx, fo xdx): (T, t) -+ «::2. In particular, the function Bxdx is a realfirst
I Y 2 Y -y
integralofF(Ra) andfor Iwl = 1, Nw sare F(Ra)-invariant.
2. For t E X := (Mo \ K) UM <0 the leafL, is biholomorphic to J!)andfor t E T \ X
the leaf L, is biholomorphic to J!) \ {OJ.
3. The set K is F(Ra)-invariant and it is a dense subset ofMo. For all t E K there
is a holomorphic map J!) -+ «::3, transverse to Sing(Ra) at some point p, which
is a biholomorphy between !l}l \ {OJ and Lt.
4. For all t E T the leaf L, has an accumulation point at T if and only if t E Mo.
5. The discriminant variety It. = OJ is F(Ra)-invariant and all the leaves in
{t. = O} are algebraic.
In Section 6 we have defined an elliptic modular foliation associated to a differ-
ential form co in «::2 such that w restricted to the fibers of (1) is holomorphic. It
is based on the first statement in Theorem 1, Part 1. Such foliations have real first
integrals and leave the discriminant variety invariant.
The proof of the above theorem is based on the fact that the foliation F(Ra)
restricted to T is uniformized by the inverse of the period map (see for instance
[11] for similar topics). Despite the fact that this theorem does not completely
describe the dynamics of F(Ra), it shows that a modular foliation is not a strange
foliation from dynamical/topological point of view. However, such foliations arise
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some new questions and problems related to holomorphic foliations. For a given
algebraic holomorphic foliation F in C3 defined over Q, the field of algebraic
numbers, a transcendent leaf L of F how frequently crosses points with algebraic
coordinates? The set L n Q3 can be empty or a one element set. For F(Ra) these
are the only possibilities.
Theorem 2. Thefollowing is true:
1. For any point t E C3\ {~ = O}, the set Q3 n L, is empty or has only one
element. In other words, every transcendent leaf contains at most one point
with algebraic coordinates.
2. K nQ3 = 0, i.e.for all p EKat least one ofthe coordinates ofp is transcendent
number.
The main idea behind the proofof the above theorem is the first part ofTheorem 1
and consequences of the Abelian subvariety theorem on periods of elliptic curves
(see [28] and the references there). We will also give an alternative proof for the
second part of the above theorem, using a result on transcendence of the values of
the Eisenstein series.
I have made a good use of SINGULAR for doing the calculations in this article.
The text is written in such a way that the reader can carry out all calculations using
any software in commutative algebra. An exception to this is the calculation of the
Gauss-Manin connection in Section 2, for which one can use a combination ofhand
and computer calculations or one must know the general algorithms introduced in
[17]. The general definition ofa modular foliation can be done using connections on
algebraic varieties. The forthcoming text [20] will discuss such foliations, specially
those related to the Gauss-Manin connection of fibrations. In the article [18]
we have developed the notion of a differential modular form in which we have
essentially used the same techniques of this article.
In the classical theory of elliptic integrals, the parameter t1 in (1) is equal to
zero and one considers the versal deformation of the singularity y2 - 4x 3 = O. In
this article we have generalized the classical Weierstrass theorem and proved that
for the inverse of the generalized period map, ti appears as the Eisenstein series of
weight 2i. The novelty is the appearance of t1 as the Eisenstein series ofweight 2.
The paper is organized as follows: In Section 2 we define the period map, cal-
culate its derivative and the Gauss-Manin connection associated to the family (1).
In Section 3 we introduce the action of an algebraic group on C3 and its relation
with the period map. We prove that the period map is a biholomorphism and
using its inverse, we obtain the differential equation (2). In Section 4 we describe
the uniformization of F(Ra)IT. In Section 5 we prove Theorem 1. In Section 6
we introduce the general notion of an elliptic modular foliation associated to the
family (1). Section 7 is devoted to a theorem on periods of Abelian varieties
defined over Q and its corollaries on the periods of elliptic curves. In Section 8
we prove Theorem 2. In Section 9 we study another family of elliptic curves
and corresponding modular foliations. Finally in Section lOwe discuss some
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problems related to limit cycles arising from deformations of the family (1) inside
holomorphic foliations.
2. PERIOD MAP AND ITS DERIVAnON
For some technical reasons, which will be clear later, it is convenient to introduce a
new parameter to and work with the family:
Its discriminant is ~ := to(27tot~ - t1). We will use the notations in the Introduction
for this family.
Let
P := {x = (:~ :~) E GL(2, q IIm(xli3) > o}.
It is well know that the entries of (WI, (2) := (d; , X~X) restricted to each regular
elliptic curve E, form a basis of HdR(E t ) . The associated period map is given by:
It is well defined and holomorphic. Here y';,= e2rr i / 4 and (81, (2) is a basis of the
Z-module HI(Et , Z) such that the intersection matrix in this basis is C~ ~). Note
that 8i = 8i,t, i = 1, 2, is a continuous family of cycles depending on t. Different
choices of 81 , 82 will lead to the action of SL(2, Z) on P from the left. If there is no
risk of confusion, we will also use pm for the map from T to P.
Remark 1. A classical way for choosing the cycles 81, 82 is given by the Picard-
Lefschetz theory (see for instance [15] and the references there). For the fixed
parameters to I- 0, tl and t21- 0, define I: C2 -+ C as
I(x, Y) = -i + 4to(x - tJ)3 - t2(X - td.
The function I has two critical values given by (3, (3 =±J2~O' In a regular fiber
E, of lone can take two cycles 81 and 82 such that (81, (2) = 1 and 81 (resp. (2)
vanishes along a straight line connecting ts to (3 (resp. (3). The corresponding anti-
clockwise monodromy around the critical value (3 (resp. (3) can be computed using
the Picard-Lefschetz formula:
It is not hard to see that the canonical map Jrl (C \ {(3, (3), t) -+ Jrl (T, t) induced by
inclusion is an isomorphism ofgroups and so:
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where
Note that if we define gl := All All A21 = C~ ci), si > Al IA21 = Cal ci) then
we have SL(2, Z) = (g [, s: Igr = g~ = -1), where I is the identity 2 x 2 matrix.
Proposition 1. Consider pm as a holomorphic matrix valued function in T. We
have
(4) dpm(t)=pm(t).A tr, tET,
(5)
Proof. The proof is a mere calculation. The calculation of the derivative of the
period map for the differential form d; and the case tl = 0 is classical and can be
found in ([24] p. 304, [23] ). For the convenience of the reader we explain only the
first row of A3. For p(x) = 4to(x - tl)3 - tz(x - tj) - t3 we have:
D.. = <p'<a, + p ·az,
where
al = -36tJx4 + 144tJt[x3+ (-216tJtr + 15tJtz)xZ
+ (144tJtf - 30tJtltZ)X - 36tJti + 15tJtrtz - tot],
o: = (-108tJ)x 3+ (324tJtI}x z + (-324tJtr + 27tJtz)x
+ (108t6tf - 27t6tltz - 27t&t3).
Now we consider y as a function in x and make the projection of HI (E/, Z) in the
x-plane. The derivation with respect to t3 goes inside ofthe integral and
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~(dX) = ~ dx = ~ (-p'al + pa2)dx = ~(~a2 _a,)dX
at3 y 2 py ~ 2py ~ 2 I Y
= (3t6tlt2 - ~t6t3) ~
2 xdx
- 3tot2-- modulo relatively exact l-forms
y
(see [22] p. 41 for a description of calculations modulo relatively exact l-forms).
Note that in the third equality above we use y2 = p(x) and the fact that modulo
exact forms we have
p'aldx = aldp = aldy = -ald(~) = a~ dx.
2py 2py p y y
o
Recall that a meromorphic differential form w in ([2 is relatively exact for the
family (1) if its restriction to each elliptic curve Et , ~(t) I- 0 is an exact form. This
is equivalent to say that JDco = 0 for all 0 E HI (Ef, Z).
The matrix A is in fact the Gauss-Manin connection of the family E, with
respect to the basis w. We consider (3) as an elliptic curve E defined over Ql(t) =
Ql(to, tl, t2, t3)' According to Grothendieck [7], the de Rham cohomology Hk(E)
of E is well defined. Any element of HJR(E) can be represented by a meromorphic
differential l-form in ([2 = {(x, y)} whose restriction to a generic elliptic curve E,
is a differential form of the second type i.e. a meromorphic differential form on E,
with no residues around its poles. In the case we are considering, each element in
HJR (E) can be represented by a differential form with a unique pole at infinity and
HJR(E) is a Ql(t)-vector space with the basis {[~:], [X~X]}. Roughly speaking, the
Gauss-Manin connection is a Ql-linear operator V: HdR(E) ........ Q} 01Q1(t) HdR(E),
where Q} is the set of algebraic differential l-forms defined over Ql in T. It satisfies
the Leibniz rule V(P1]) = dp 01] + pVI], P E Ql(t), I] E HdR(E) and
(6) d f I] = f VI], I] E HJR(E).
Dr Dr
We write V(w) = Bco, w:= (~, x~x )tr, use (6) and conclude that B = ±2:7=0 Ai.
The Gauss-Manin connection is an integrable connection. For our example, this
translates into:
dB = B /\ B equivalently for B = (WI I WI2),
w21 W22
dWll = W12 /\ W21, dW12 = WI2 /\ W22 + WI I /\ w12, dW22 =W21 /\ W12,
dW21 = W21 /\ WII +W22 /\ w21·
For the procedures which calculate the Gauss-Manin connection see [17].
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3. ACTION OF AN ALGEBRAIC GROUP
The algebraic group
acts on P from the right by the usual multiplication of matrices. It acts also in 1(:4
as follows:
(8) t. g:= (tok,IkiI, tlk,l k2+ k3k,l, t2k,3k2, t3k,4kD
t = (to, tl, tz, t3) E 1(:4, g = (~ ~~) EGo.
The relationbetweenthese two actions of Go is givenby the following proposition:
Proposition 2. The period pm is a biholomorphism and
(9) pm(t. g) = pm(t)· g, t E 1(:4, g EGO.
Proof. We firstprove(9). Let
Then
kiki4a-I(f) =l- 4tokiki4(kllklx - k3kll - tI)3
+ tzkik j4(k1lklX - k3kl1 - tI) + t3 kik j4
=i -4tokjlkll(x - (tlkzkjl +k3ki l))3
+ tzk13kz(x - (tlk2kjl + k3kll)) + t3kj4ki·
This implies that a induces an isomorphism of ellipticcurves
a: Eteg -+ Et .
Now
where w = (dx x dx )tr and soy' y ,
pm(t) = pm(t. g). g-I
whichproves (9).
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Let B be a 4 x 4 matrix and the ith row of B constitutes of the first and second
rows of Ai. We use the explicit expressions for Ai'S in Proposition I and we derive
the following equality:
3 3
det(B) = 4to~ .
The matrix B is the derivation of the period map seen as a local function from
C4 to C4. This shows that pm is regular at each point t E T and hence it is
locally a biholomorphism. The period map pm induces a local biholomorphic
map prn : T/ Go ---+ SL(2, Z) \ IHI ~ C. One can compactify SL(2, Z) \ lHI by adding
the cusp SL(2, Z)/Q = {c} (see [9]) and the map pin is continuous at v and
sends v to c, where v is the point induced by t027ti - ti = 0 in C4 / Go. Using
Picard's Great theorem we conclude that pin is a biholomorphism and so pm is a
biholomorphism. 0
We denote by
the map obtained by the composition of the canonical map a and the inverse of the
period map. Taking F of (9) we have
By Legendre's theorem det(x) is equal to one on pm(l x 0 x C x C) and so the
same is true for Fodet(x). But the last function is invariant under the action of Go
and so it is the constant function 1.This means that Fo(x) = det(x)-I.
We consider pm as a map sending the vector (to, t], ti. t3) to (X], X2, X3, X4). Its
derivative at t is a 4 x 4 matrix whose ith column constitutes of the first and second
row of txAy. We use (5) to derive the equality
(dF)x = (dpm);1
= det(x)-I
(
-FOX4
x 12]Fo (l 2FoFlx3 - 12FoF]x4 - F2X3)
4FI F2X3 - 3F2X4 - 6F3X3
3~o (l8FoF] F3 X3 - 12FoF3 x4 - Fix3)
FOX2
]21F
o
(-12FoFl Xl + 12FoFlX2+ F2X[)
-4F] F2X] + 3F2X2 + 6F3X]
3~o (- 18FoFIF3XI + 12FoF3x2 + Fixl)
FOX3
-F]X3+ X4
-F2X3
-
2F3X3
-Fox] )
F]x] - X2 .
F2Xl
2F3Xl
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Define gi (z) := F,(~ -d), z E lHI. The equalities of the first column of the above
matrix imply that Cl?!, s». g3) : lHI ~ T satisfies the ordinary differential equation (2).
The equalities (10) imply that gi 's satisfy
(11) (ez+d)-zigi(Az)=gi(Z), i=2,3,
(12) (ez + d)-Zgl (Az) = 81(z) + c(cz + d)-I, (: ~) E SL(2, Z).
In fact gi 's, up to some constants, are the Eisenstein series. More precisely, we have
the following proposition.
Proposition 3. We have
(13) gk(Z) = ak (1 + (_l)k ~: L O"Zk-1 (n)eZniZn). k = 1,2,3, z E lHI,
n)d
where Bk is the kth Bernoulli number (BI =~, Bz = ftJ' B3 = b, ...), O"i(n) :=
2:dln di ,
Proof. The statement for gz and g3 follows from the Weierstrass Uniformization
theorem (see for instance [23]). Note that in our definition of the period map the
factor ~ appears. The functions gk, k = 1,2,3, have finite growth at infinity, i.e.
'12m
limlm(z)--->+00 gk(Z) = Uk < 00. For gl this follows from the Ramanujan relations (2)
and the equality -iz = 27T i q iq , where q = eZn i z. The set M of holomorphic
functions on JHI which have finite growth at infinity and satisfy (12) contains only
one element. The reason is as follows: The difference ofany two elements of M has
finite growth at infinity and satisfy (11) with i = 1. Such a holomorphic function
is a modular form of weight 2 which does not exist (see [9]). Now the function gl
and its corresponding series in (13) have finite growth at infinity and satisfy (12)
(see [1], p. 69). Therefore, they must be equal. 0
4. UNIFORMIZATION OF F(RA)
From this section on, we set to = 1 and work again with the family (1). We use the
same notations for pm, P, Go, T, ~ and so on. For instance, redefine
and
Go = { (~ k~l) I k' E C, k E C*}.
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The action of Go on ([3 is given by
( r ? k'k-l k-4 k-6 )t • g:= tl + ,t: , t3 ,
3 (k k')t = (t" ti, t3) E ([ ,g = 0 k- I EGO.
We also define
g = (gl, s». g3):lHI -+ T C ([3,
( 2 1 ) a a ( 1 2) aRa:= tl - -t2 - + (4tlt2 - 6t3)- + 6t]t3 - -t2 -,12 at] at2 3 at3
1'/1 := (tf - /2 t2) dt; - (4t]t2 - 6t3)dtv,
1'/2 := (4t]t2 - 6t3)dt3 - (6t,t3 - ~ti) dii,
113 := (tf - /2t2) dt-; - (6tlt3 - ~ti) dti,
1'/4 = 3t3dt2 - 2t2dt«.
The foliation F(Ra) is induced by 1'/i, i = 1,2,3. We have
dfl(Ra) = (2.27t3dt3 - 3tidt2) (Ra)
( 1 2) 2= 2.27t3 6tlt3 - 3t2 - 3t2(4tlt2 - 6t3)
= 12t]fl.
This implies that the variety flo := {fl = O} is invariant by the foliation F(Ra).
Inside flo we have the algebraic leaf {(tl, 0, 0) E ([3} of F(Ra). We parameterize
~o by (3t2, t3), t E ([ and conclude that (2) restricted to flo is given by
(15)
2
It has the first integral +-tl + it. This implies that the leaves of F(Ra) inside flo
are given by:
tj/3 - 2( (tl + c)2 - tf)1/2 = 2(t1 +C), C E C.
Proposition 4. Thefollowing is a uniformization ofthe foliation F(Ra) restricted
to T:
(16)
C4 )
C4Z - C2
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= (gl (Z)(C4Z - CZ)z + (C4Z - CZ), gZ(Z)(C4Z - CZ)4,
g3(Z)(C4Z - CZ)6).
Proof. One may check directly that for fixed CZ, C4 the map induced by u is tangent
to (2) which implies the proposition. We give another proof which uses the period
map: From (5) we have
1 ( 3d(pm)(t) = -pm(t) 9 "4 TJZ 3
!", 2t3TJ1 - 3tzTJ3 + 2tl TJz
Therefore,
d(pm(t))(Ra(t)) = pm(t) (~ ~) = (: ~).
This implies that the X2 and X4 coordinates of the pull forward of the vector field
Ra by pm are zero. Therefore, the leaves of F(Ra) in the period domain are of the
form
(
Z(C4 Z - cz)-I cz) = (z -1) ((C4Z - cZ)-1
(C4Z - cZ)-1 C4 1 0 0
5. PROOF OF THEOREM I
o
We follow the notations introduced in Section 4. In particular we work with the
family (3) with to = 1.
Proof of 1. The first part follows from Proposition 4. The leaves ofthe pull- forward
of the foliation F(Ra) by the period map pm have constant X2 and X4 coordinates.
By definition of Bxdx := Im(xzi4) in the period domain, we conclude that M, 's are
y
F(Ra)-invariant. On Moan x E P can be written in the form (Xl X4'), r E R X4(XI -
X3 X4
rX3) = 1. Then
(17)
which implies that Nw's are F(Ra)-invariants. 0
Proof of 2. Let us define
L ._{(Z(ZC4-CZ)- 1 cz) I {cz}}
c2,q .- (ZC4 _ cz)-I C4 Z E!HI \ C4 .
We look at a leaf L c2,q of F(Ra) at the period domain P. The leaf [L C2,q ] C
SL(2, Z) \ P may not be biholomorphic to !HI \ {~} if there exists A E SL(2, Z)
which maps a point of L c2,q to another point in L c2,q . This implies that
A[cz, C4]tr = [cz, C4]tr and hence ':± E Qi. After taking another representative for the
C2
leaf [L C2,q ], we can assume that C4 = O. Now, the only elements of SL(2, Z) which
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maps rC2, OJ to itself are of the form (b ~), b E Z. This implies that the corresponding
leaf in T is biholomorphic to J!)) \ {OJ. If Bxdx (t) ~ 0 and t ~ K, then ~ ~ lHI and
y
LI is biholomorphic to lHI. If B .rdx (t) > 0 then ~ E lHI and L, is biholomorphic to
y 4
1Hl\ (~ I . 0
Proof of 3. Take t E K and a cycle 8 E HI (EI , Z) such that J~ x ~x = 0 and 8 is
not of the form n8' for some 2 ~ n E Nand 8' E HI (Er. Z). We choose another
8' E HI (E r , Z) such that (8' ,8 ) is a basis of HI (E r , Z) and the intersection matrix
in this basis is C~ J) .Now pm(t) has zero xa-coordinate and so its B xdx is zero.
y
This implies that K C Mo . It is dense because an element (XI X4r) E Mo C t: can be
X3 X4
approximated by the elements in Mo with r E Ql.
The image of the map g is the locus of the points t in T such that pm(t) is of the
form (f ~I) in a basis of HI (EI , Z). We look g as a function of q = e2rri z and we
have
g(O) = Poo. Bg-(0) = (-24al, 240a2, -504a3) ,Bq
where ai's are defined in (14). This implies that the image of g intersects Sing(Ra)
transversely. For t E K the X4-coordinate of pm is zero and the leaf through t,
namely LI>has constant x2-coordinate , namely C2. By (16) LI is uniformized by
This implies that L, intersects Sing(Ra) transversely at (c~al , cia2 , c~a3).
Note that the leaf space SL(2 , Z) \ (1(:2 \ {Im(C2C4) > OJ) of the foliation F(Ra)
in Mr>o is biholomorphic to the quasi affine set 1(:2 \ (27tf - t] = O} using the
Eisenstein series. The same is true for Mr<o. The leaf space in Mo is isomorphic to
1(:* x SL(2, Z) \ lR as a set and so has no reasonable structure . 0
Proof of 4. Let t E T and the leaf L, through t have an accumulation point at to E T .
We use the period map pm and look F(Ra) in the period domain. For (C2, C4) E
1(:2 \ (O} the set S = (A(C2, C4)tr I A E SL(2, Z)j has an accumulation point in 1(:2 if
and only if t-
4
E R. U 00 or equivalently Bxdx (r) = O. 0
y
Proof of S. It is already proved in Section 4. 0
6. ELLIPTIC MODULAR FOLIA T IONS
Let TJ be any meromorphic differential l-form in 1(:2 whose restriction to a smooth
elliptic curve EI gives us a differential form of the second type. For instance, one
can take TJ = P(x .; JdX or p(x, y ) (3x dy - 2ydx) , where P is a polynomial in .r, y .
Such a l-form can be written in the form
(18) dx xdxTJ = PI (t )- + P2(t)-- modulo relatively exact l-forms,
y y
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where p] and pz are two meromorphic functions in f with poles along t:,. = 0
(a meromorphic one form 1) in CZ is called relatively exact if its restriction to each
smooth elliptic curve £( is an exact form).
An elliptic modular foliation FTJ associated to 1) is a foliation in C3 = {(f] , tz , (3)}
given locally by the constant locus of the integrals h( 1), 8( E HI (£( , Z), i.e, along
the leaves of F TJ the integral fat 1) as a function in t is constant. The algebraic
description of F TJ is as follows: We write 1) = poi , where W = (d; , x~x)tr and
p = (P], pz). If 'Vw = Bto is the Gauss-Manin connection of the family (1) with
respect to the basis to (see Section 2) then
'V(1) = 'V(pw) = (dp + pB)w
and it is easy to see that
(19) dpz + P]WIZ + PZW22 = 0,
where B = (WII W12). By the first part of Theorem I we know that Fxdx =F(Ra).
~1~2 -y-
Using the above expression for FTJ one can show that {t:,. =O} is FTJ-invariant and
every leaf of FTJ inside {t:,. =O} is algebraic.
Example 1. For s a fixed complex number, the foliation F(s+x)dx is given by the
y
vector field:
( z 1 2) a at] + 2tlS - -tz + s - + (4t]tz + 4tzs - 6t3)-12 otl atz
( 1 z ) a+ 6t]t3 - -3tz + 6t3s -.at3
For s = 0 this is the foliation F(Ra) discussed in the previous sections and for
S = 00 this is the trivial foliation Fs«: df2 =0, dt3 =O.y
Example 2. We have x
2
;x = (-t~ + f1tz) d; + 2tl x ~x modulo relatively exact
forms and so :Fx2 dx is given by:
-y-'
( 4 Z 2) a-48t] + 24t[ t: - 48t]t3 + tz -at]
( 3 ' 2 2 )0+ - 384t] tz + 1728t] f3 - 96t] tz + 48tzt3 -
otz
( 3 Z ') 3 Z) 0+ -576f[ f3 + 96t] f2- I44t]fZf3 - 8fz + 288f3 - ,
af3
7. ABELIAN SUBVARIETY THEOREM
In this section we are going to state a consequence of the Abelian subvariety
theorem on periods ofan Abelian variety defined over Q. For the convenience of the
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reader, we recall some basic facts about Abelian varieties. For further information
the reader is referred to [10] for the analytic theory and [14] for the arithmetic
theory of Abelian varieties.
An Abelian variety A viewed as a complex manifold is biholomorphic to 0/A,
where A is a lattice of rank 2g in reg. In addition we have an embedding of A in
some projective space which makes sense to say that A is defined over Q. From now
on, we work only with the category of Abelian varieties defined over Q. According
to Grothendieck [7] the de Rham cohomology HJR(A) can be constructed in the
context of algebraic geometry and it is a Q-vector space of dimension 2dim(A).
Every [w] E HJR(A) is represented by a differential form W of the first or second
type defined over Q. A differential l-form won A is called to be of the first type if
it is holomorphic on A and it is called to be of the second type if it is meromorphic
with poles but no residues around the poles. Let A I, A2 be two Abelian varieties of
the same dimension defined over Q. An isogeny between Al and A2 is a surjective
morphism f: A I -+ A2 of algebraic varieties defined over Q with f (0AI) =0A2'
It is well known that every isogeny is a group homomorphism and there is
another isogeny g: A2 -+ Al such that go f = nA] for some n EN, where nAj
is the multiplication by n map in A I. The isogeny f induces an isomorphism
f*: HI(AI, Q) -+ HI(A2, Q) (resp. 1*: HJR (A2) -+ H1. (Aj)) of Q-vector spaces
(resp. Q-vector spaces). For A = Al = A2 simple, it turns out that Endo(A) =
End(A) 0z Q is a division algebra, i.e. it is a ring, possibly non-commutative,
in which every non-zero element has an inverse. An Abelian variety is called
simple if it does not contain a non trivial Abelian subvariety. Every Abelian variety
is isogenous to the direct product A~l x A;2 x '" x A~n of simple, pairwise
non-isogenous Abelian varieties Ai, all defined over Q and this decomposition is
unique up to isogeny and permutation of the components. For an Abelian variety A
defined over Q the period set
P(A):={! W !SEHI(A,Q), [W]EH1.(A)}
o
is a Q-vector space of dimension at most (2dimA)2. We are going to state the
precise description of dimiQ peA).
Let A be a simple Abelian variety. The division algebra k := Endo(A) acts both
on HI(A, Q) and HJR(A) and we have
f W= fa ·w, aEk, [w] E HJR(A).
Q·O
This means that the periods of a . S reduces to the periods of 8. Let HI(A, Q) =
EBj=l k8j be the decomposition of HI(A, Q) under the action of k. Each k . 8j
• «l\ f di . di k d _ dil11Q HI (A.Q) _ 2dim(A)IS a ",!-vector space 0 imenston ImQ an so s - dil11Q k - dil11Q(Endo(Aj))'
Considering r = 2 dim A differential forms WI, W2, ... ,Wr which form a basis
f HI (A) btai 4dim(A)2. d f . 2o dR ,we 0 tam SA := dimQ(Endo(Aj)) peno s OJ Wi, I = 1, , ... , r, j =
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1,2, ... , S, which span the Q-vector space peA) and may be Q-independent. If
A is isogenous to the direct product A7! x A;2 x ... x A~n of simple, pairwise
non-isogenous Abelian varieties Ai, all defined over iQ , then we obtain '£7cs ] SAi
periods which span the iQ-vector space peA). In fact, they form a basis and there is
no more relation between the periods of A.
Theorem 3. Let A be an Abelian variety defined over Q and isogenous to the
direct product A71 x A;2 x ... x A~n of simple, pairwise non-isogenous Abelian
varieties Ai, all defined over Q. Then the Q-vector space VA generated by 1, Ln i
together with all periods 10 to, 0 E HI (A, ((2), [w] E HdR(A), has dimension
Note that the above theorem says a little bit more: The collection of SA periods
which we described before are Q-linear independent among themselves and even
with the numbers 1, n . The above theorem is a consequence of Wiistholz analytic
subgroup theorem (see for instance [27], Lemma 1). It is stated and proved in
Theorem 6.1 of [26] (Appendix). Similar theorems are stated and used by many
authors (see [28], Satz 1, Satz 2; [27], Proposition 2; [19], Corollary 1). In this text
we need the following corollaries of the above theorem.
Corollary 1. Let Al and Az be two Abelian varieties over Qwith a common
non-zero period, i.e. there exist [wil E HdR(Ai), 0i E HI (Ai, Q), i = 1,2, such that
10, WI = 102Wz =1= O. Then there is sub Abelian varieties BI ofAl and Bz ofAz with
BI isogenous to Bz. In particular, if Al and Az are simple then Al is isogenous
to A2. In this case, we have an isogeny a: Al ~ Az such that a*[wzJ =n[wIl and
a*ol = n02 for some n EN, where a* : Hk(Az) ~ HdR(A]) and a* : HI (AI, Q) ~
HI (Az, Q) are the induced maps in the first cohomology, respectively homology.
Note that all the Abelian varieties and isogenies in the above corollary are defined
over iQ.
Proof of Corollary 1. If there is no common factor in the decomposition of A I
and Az into simple Abelian varieties then applying Theorem 3 to Al and Az and
Al x Az we conclude that dimiQ P(AI x Az) = dimiQ peA]) + dimiQ P(Az). This
implies that peA]) n P(Az) = {OJ which contradicts the hypothesis.
Now, let us prove the second part. Choose an isogeny b: Al ~ Az and let 8z =
b;l oZand Wz = b*wz. Since h2wz = J01WI =1= 0, there must be c E Endo(A]) with
c -01 = 8z, otherwise by our hypothesis and Theorem 3 applied for AI, we will get
less dimension for peA]). We choose n EN such that d:= n . c E End{A[) and so
we have d*o, = n82• By our hypothesis we have
f d*wz = f wz =nf WI
0, d.O! 01
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PI) ( Z 4 6)
= tlPZ + PIPZ, tzPz, t3Pz 'PZ
and so by Theorem 3 we must have d*w2 = nWI (for this one can also use
[28], Satz 2). Now, e = bod: Al -+ Az has the properties: e*81 = n8z, e*[w2l =
n[wIl. 0
I do not know whether Corollary I is true for n = 1 or not. To obtain n = 1 we
have to make more hypothesis.
Corollary 2. Let Ai, i =1,2, be two simple Abelian varieties defined over Qand
o=j:. [Wi1E HdR (Ai) such that the Z-modules U8 Wi I8 E HI (Ai, Z)} coincide. Then
there is an isomorphism a: A I -+ Az such that a*[w2l =[wJl.
Proof. We fix 8i E HI (Ai, Z), i = 1, 2, such that J81 WI = J82 Wz =j:. 0, apply
Corollary 1 and obtain an isogeny a: AI -+ Az with a*[wzl =n[wJl and a*8 1 =n8z
for some n EN. We claim that Q*HI(AI,Z) = nHI(Az,Z). For an arbitrary
8 E HI (A, Z) we have
f Wz =f nWI = n f Wz for some 8' E HI (Az, Z).
a*8 8 ~
Therefore, we have Ja*8-n81 Wz = O. Since A2 is simple, by Theorem 3 we have
a*8 = n8' and so Q*H\ (AI, Z) c nHI (Az, Z). In the same way we prove that
nHI(Az,Z) ca*HI(AI,Z).
Let A I.n := {x E Al I nx = O} be the n-torsion points of AI. There is an
isomorphism b: Al -+ Az such that b 0 nAI = a. To construct b we proceed as
follows: For a moment assume that a- I(OA2) = AI,n. The quotient B := AI!AI,n
is a well-defined Abelian group defined over Q and the isogenies a and nAI induce
isomorphisms ii: B -+ Az and h : B -+ Al of Abelian varieties. The isomorphism
b := Ii 0 ii-I satisfies b 0 nAt = a. In fact it is the one which we want: we have
b*81 = ~b*(n81) = ~a*81 = 8z and b*wz = *nb*wz = ~a*wz = WI.
Let us prove a-\OA2) = AI,n. It is enough to prove this equality in the analytic
context. We identify tAl ~ tA2 ~ 0, where the first isomorphism is given by the
derivative ofa at 0AI' HI (Ai, Z) ~ Ai C 0 and obtain a Z-linear map a : AI -+ Az
which induces a C-linear isomorphism 0 -+ cg (we identify Ai with cg /Ai,
i = 1,2, and a with a). We have a(AI) = nAz and AI,n = ~1 / AI. Therefore
aAt,n = 0 mod Az. If a(x) = 0 mod Az then a(nx) = n8 = a(8') for some
8 E Az, 8' E AI. Since a is injective we have nx = 8' and so x E AI,n. 0
8. PROOF OF THEOREM Z
For a modular foliation :FT) we define:
KT)={tET If 1J=oforsome8EHI (E, Z) } ,
8
PT):C3-+C3 , PT/(t):=te(pf
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and
where Pi, i = 1,2, are given by (18). Using the commutativediagram
pm
T \ {pz = O} --+ SL(2, Z)\ P
PI) t t PI)
T ~ SL(2, Z) \ P
-I
where PI) is the map given by the action of (~z ;~) from left on SL(2, Z) \ P, one
can showthat PI) maps every leaf of FI) to a leaf of F(Ra) (possiblya point) and so
DtPI) (X(t») = ~. Ra(P(t») for some ~ E C[t],
where X = L;=I Xi a~; is a polynomial vector field tangent to FI) and Xi'S have no
common factors.
Theorem 4. Let FI) be an elliptic modular foliation associated to the family (l)
and 11, where 11 is defined over Q. The following is true:
1. For any point a EQ3 n (T \ {PI = pz = On we have:
In particular, for a E T \ ({t. = O} U {pz =O}) the intersection Q3 n La is finite.
2. KI) n Q3 is the Q-rational points ofthe algebraic set
Proof. Since 11 is define over Q, we have PI, P: E Q(tl, tz, t3). If a leaf L of F w
contains two distinct a; E T, i = 1,2 points with algebraic coordinates then by
the definition of a modular foliation, the period Z-modules Us 11 I8 E HI (Ea; , Zn,
i = 1,2, coincide. Weapply Corollary 2 and conclude that there is an isomorphism
b: Eal --+ Eaz with b*[ev]= rev]. Let b*[pz(az)-I d;] =k d; , k E Co Wehave
PI(az»).
pz(az)
Taking determinant of the above equality we get k = pz(ad- I and using (9), we
conclude that PI)(ad = PI)(az).
If for some 0 i= 8 E HI (E t , Z) we have Is 11 = 0 then using Theorem 3 we
conclude that 0 = [11IE,] E HJR(Et ) . Note that the set (20) is equal to {PI(t) =
pz(t)=O}. 0
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Theorem 2 follows from Theorem 4 for 17 = x~x. The map Pxdx is identity and
y
the set (20) is empty.
For the second part of Theorem 2 we give another proof. Recall the notations
in Section 4. Suppose that there is a parameter t ET n Q3 such that J8 x~x = 0,
for some 0 E HI(Et , Z). We can assume that 0 is not a multiple of another cycle in
HI(Et , Z). The corresponding period matrix of t in a basis (0',0) of HI(Et , Z) has
zero X4-coordinate and so the numbers
i =2,3,
are in Q. This implies that for z = ::.L E lHI we haveX3
This is in contradiction with the following theorems.
Theorem (Nesterenko 1996, [21]). For any Z E lHI. the set
'Itt i ; gl (z) g2(Z) g3(Z)
e , --,--,--
GI a: a3
contains at least three algebraically independent numbers over Q.
9. THE FAMILY y Z - 4To(X - T] )(X - Tz)(X - T3)
In this section we consider the family
with the discriminant t::.. = -.N (to(t1 - t2)(t2 - t3)(t3 - td)2. First, let us identify
the monodromy group associated to this family. Fix a smooth elliptic curve E t .
In HI(Ef, Z) we distinguish three cycles as follows: In the x-plane, we join ti-I
to ti+l, i = 1,2,3, t4 = tl, LI = ts by a straight line 8i and above it in Ef, we
consider the closed cycle OJ = OJ, I - OJ,2 which is a double covering of 8i, where
by definition 04 = 01. We assume that the triangle formed by 81,82 and 83 in the
x-plane is oriented anti-clockwise and so we have:
Since HI(Et , Z) is of rank 2, we have nlol +n202 +n303 = 0 in HI(Et , Z) for some
n I, nz, n3 E Z which are not simultaneously zero. The equalities (22) imply that
nl =n2 =n3 and so we have 01 + 02 + 03 =O. A topological way to see this is to
assume that the oriented triangles 81,j + 82,j + 83,j, j = 1,2, are homotop to zero
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in E, (for a better intuition take the paths 8i such that the triangle formed by them
has almost zero area).
We choose 0 = (0],02) as a basis of Hr(Et,Z). Let us now calculate the
monodromy group in the basis o. Since for fixed tr, ti, t3 the elliptic curves E, with
to varying are biholomorphic to each other, the monodromy around to = 0 is trivial.
For calculating other monodromies we assume that to = 1. It is not difficult to see
that the monodromy around the hyperplane ti-l = ti+r is given by
0i t--+ Oi,
We conclude that the monodromy group r in the basis (or, 02)tr is generated by:
(1-2)A2 = 0 1 ' (-1-2)A3 = 2 3 '
where Ai is the monodromy around the hyperplane ti-r = ti+r. This is the
congruence group r(2) = {A E SL(2, Z) I A =2 I} which is isomorphic to the
permutation group in three elements. Now, we consider the period map pm : T -+
r \ P, where T := (4 \ {~= OJ. The calculation of the Gauss-Manin connection
of the family (21) in the basis to = (dx , xdx)tr and hence the derivative of pm cany y
be done using the map which sends the family (21) to (3). We have
where VW = Bee. As before we can prove that the period map is a global
biholomorphism. We look at its inverse F = (Fo, Fs ; F2, F3) which satisfies:
(23)
(
-FOX4
(DF)x = _1_ Fr F2 X3 + FrF3 X3 - FrX4 - F2 F3 X3
~~) ~~~-~~~+~~~-~~
-FrF2X3 + FrF3X3 + F2F3X3 - F3 X4
FOX2
-Fr F2X ] - FrF3 Xr + FrX2 + F2F3 Xr
-Fr F2Xr + FrF3Xr - F2F3Xr + Fixz
F, Fixi - F] F3Xl - FzF3Xr + F3XZ
FOX3
-Fr X3 +X4
-F2X3 +X4
-F3X3 +X4
-FOXI )
FIXr -X2 .
FZXI -X2
F3 Xr - X2
It is easy to see that Fo(x) =det(x)-l. In a similar way as in Section 3 we define
the action of Go on C4 by
(24) t • g := (tok,r k;1 , tlk,1 k2 + k3k,l, t2k,1 k: + k3kll, t3kli k2 + k3kl1),
tEC4,g=(~ ~~)EGO'
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(28)
and it turns out that prn(teg) = pm(t)·g, t E C4 , g E Go. Taking F ofthis equality
we conclude that Fi, i = 1, 2, 3, satisfies
We define 8i, i = 1,2,3, to be the restriction of F, to x = (~ -6), Z E JHI and consider
it as a function in z. Now, the equalities (25) imply that
(26) (cz+d)-z8i(Az)=8i(Z)+C(cz+d)-[, (~ ~)Er, i=I,2,3.
The first column of (23) implies that (8[,82,83) : JHI ~ C3 satisfies the differential
equation:
{
~[ = t[ (tz + t3) - tZt3,
(27) t: = tz(t[ + t3) - t[t3,
i3 = t3(tZ + t3) - t[tz·
The foliation induced by the above equations in C3 has the axis t[, ti and t3 as a
singular set. It leaves the hyperplanes ti = tj invariant and is integrable there. For
instance, a first integral in t[ = t: is given by 11 -;12 • Considering the map from the
12
family (21) to (3), we conclude that:
1
g[ = 3(8[ + 8z+ 83),
gz=4 L (g[-8i)(gl- 8j ) ,
[~i<j~3
We can write the Taylor series of 8i 's in q =eZrr iz. I do not know statements similar
to Proposition 3 for 8i'S.
10. ANOTHER BASIS
Let us consider the family (3). Sometime it is useful to use the differential forms
-2 -2
111 := S(2xdy - 3ydx) and 112:= 7x(2xdy - 3ydx).
They are related to (V[, (Vz by:
(29) d111 =df
dx
y
d11Z
df
xdx
y
(30)
Note that the above matrix has determinant 10~IO /)" and so 11i, i = 1,2, restricted to
a smooth elliptic curve E, form a basis of HJR(Er). The calculation of the Gauss-
Manin connection with respect to the basis 11 = (111, 112)tr leads to:
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a
FIJI: -a'
tl
( 2)a a 2 aF 1J2 : -60tl +5t2 -+(48tlt2-72t3)-+(72tlt3-4t2)-'
at t at2 at3
Remark 2. Both differential forms WI and n, are invariant under the morphism
(x, y) t-+ (x + s, y) and this is the reason why FlQ. = FIJI is given by dt2 = 0,
y
dt3 =O. This and the first row of the equality (30) implies that for constant t2, t3
the integral 18 xdx is a degree one polynomial in tl and hence V2a xdx =O. ThisY Ft] Y
equality can be also checked directly from the Gauss-Manin connection (5).
Remark 3. Consider the weighted ring JR[x, y], deg(x) = 2, deg(y) = 3. One
can extend the definition of the degree to the differential I-forms to in JR2 by
setting deg(dx) = 2, deg(dy) = 3. Any real holomorphic foliation F(w) in JR2
with deg(w) = 6 has no limit cycles. In fact, we can write co =df - a1JI, a E JR
(up to multiplication by a constant and a linear change of coordinates), where
f is the polynomial in (I) with t E JR4, and if F(w) has a limit cycle 8 then
o= 18 df = a J8 'l1 = (-2a) J8dx 1\ dy, which is a contradiction. Considering
F(w), deg(w) = 7, we can write to = df - an; - b1J2, a, b e JR, and such a foliation
can have limit cycles because the integral J8
s
'12 may have zeros, where 8s is a
continuous family of real vanishing cycles parameterized by the image s of f. To
count the zeros of J8
s
'12 we may do as follows: We choose another cycle 8s such that
s, and 8s form a basis of HI ({f = s}, Z) with (os, 8s) = 1.The real valued function
B2(s) = Im(j8
s
'1dS
s
'12) is analytic in C \ [cj , C2}, where CI and C2 are critical values
of f. It is continuous and zero in CI, C2 . The intersection of the real curve B2 =0
with the real line JR is a bound for the number ofzeros of 18
s
'12.
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